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Abstract Multidimensional data are used in popular to support OLAP(On-Line Analytical Processing) operations efficiently. 

Many OLAP tools have been developed to manipulate the multidimensional data to provide users with useful information for 

decision making. While they are equipped with useful features, they seem be sometimes complicated to relational database 

users. In this paper, we developed an easy and effective interface manipulating multidimensional data on the top of relational 

DBMSs. The proposed interface provides a mechanism handling data in relational tables like spreadsheet (e.g., Microsoft 

Excel) does. Spreadsheet is the most popular tool for end users to analysis their data conveniently. The interface provides the 

features browsing relational tables virtually with sheet by sheet and creating pivot tables. Pivot tables are a useful presentation 

form of multidimensional data, which have attribute values (not attribute names) as their columns thus have horizontal format. 

We store pivot tables of horizontal format as vertical tables in relational DBMSs and we provide the transformation of queries 

on horizontal table into ones on vertical tables. With this user-friendly interface, users will be able to perform analysis 

activities on data in relational DBMSs easily and effectively. 
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1. Introduction 

OLAP(On-Line Analytical Processing) is technology 

supporting multidimensional data analysis used to 

effectively extract and analyze information from huge 

data[1]. Various tools have been developed to provide 

OLAP activities effectively, which maintain data in 

multidimensional form and manipulate the data over 

various dimensions. These OLAP tools have many useful 

features to process OLAP operations analyzing a huge 

size of business data and extracting valuable information 

from them for decision making, but their elegant features 

sometimes seem to make end users complicate to use. In 

real world, end users use spreadsheet tools like MS Excel 

to deal with business data and to analyze them simply the 

most.  

Because spreadsheets represent data with simple 

2-dimensional grid form, support calculation over the data 

easily, and provide various charts, they became the most 

popular tool to manipulate and to analyze data easily. 

Because of simple but useful property of spreadsheet 

tools, several researches have been done to take 

advantage of spreadsheets in OLAP systems. A 

straightforward way of utilizing spreadsheets is to check 

out data in databases (or data warehouses) into a file then 

to load it into spreadsheets. In general, spreadsheets can 

have the limited number of rows and columns thus they 

may not be able to handle directly the whole data stored 

in relational tables which can have a huge number of 

tuples. An alternative way is to extend database systems 

to incorporate spreadsheet-like features. As one of such 

kinds of effort, Witkowski et al. [2] extended SQL 
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statements to add spreadsheet clause which permits 

array-based calculation being used in spreadsheet tools. 

Through this new clause, they tried to provide 

multidimensional array-based calculation functions into 

SQL language but they just provide users with such new 

features in a syntactical form and they don’t provide them 

with a GUI(Graphic User Interface) facility just like 

spreadsheet tools do .   

In this paper, we developed a graphical interface which 

can browse multidimensional data stored into databases 

like spreadsheets, which is a virtual spreadsheet interface 

over databases. The interface has features partitioning 

database tables into sheets and browsing them with sheet 

by sheet. This sheet-partitioning function partition tables 

over either a specific number of rows(i.e., tuples) or the 

values of a specific column (i.e., attribute). It also 

provides the feature building pivot tables over database 

tables. Each pivot table has a 2-dimensional array (or 

table) form which has attribute values (not attribute 

names) of a relational table as its colu mns. While it is a 

popular form presenting multidimensional data, the pivot 

table has a horizontal schema with many columns 

(sometimes, it can have more than thousands of columns) 

[2, 3, 4, 5]. Because relational DBMSs allow relations to 

have limited number of attributes (i.e., columns), it is 

difficult to store horizontal tables into relational 

databases and to provide users with horizontal tables 

directly [3, 4].  

To solve the problem of storing horizontal tables, there 

have been some researches which convert horizontal 

tables into vertical tables and store the vertical tables 

physically. Agrawal et al. [3] proposed a method which 

stores horizontal tables by using vertical tables and 

convert queries for horizontal tables into ones for vertical 

tables. Cunningham et al. [6] extended the work of [3] by 

proposing PIVOT/UNPIVOT operations as new basic 

algebraic operations which relational DBMS engines have 

to provide. PIVOT (or UNPIOVT) is the operation 

converting vertical tables (or horizontal tables) into 

horizontal tables (or vertical tables). Chen and 

Rundensteiner [7] introduced GPIVOT operation which 

generalized PIVOT operation to handle a pivot table with 

a hierarch of attribute values in its columns. Existing 

research [3] converting vertical tables into horizontal 

tables use basic relational algebraic operations only and 

they didn’t utilize PIVOT operators[8] which recent 

commercial DBMSs provide. In this paper, therefore, we 

propose transformation rules employing the PIVOT 

operation of commercial DBMSs when converting vertical 

tables into horizontal tables. With these rules, we can 

provide users with user-friendly view of horizontal table 

and we can efficiently transform queries of horizontal 

table into ones of vertical table. Also we investigate an 

optimization strategy of transformed queries including 

PIVOT operators.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 introduces the overall architecture of the proposed 

OLAP system. Section 3 introduces a spreadsheet -based 

OLAP interface which employs sheet-partitioning and 

pivot functions. Section 4 presents query transformation 

rules to convert horizontal table queries into vertical table 

queries including PIVOT operations. We also present an 

optimization technique for processing transformed 

vertical queries in Section 5 and we finally conclude this 

paper in Section 6.  

 

2. Overall Architecture of the OLAP system 

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the OLAP 

system aimed in this paper. As shown in the figure, when 

users send their requests or queries for data analysis into 

OLAP server by using OLAP interfaces, the system 

processes them over source tables stored in vertical form 

and provides users with their result s in the form of 

spreadsheet. The OLAP system consists of three modules 

such as OLAP interface module, OLAP server module and 

relational DBMS. First, the OLAP interface module 

provides users with an interface for multidimensional 

analysis. Users can manipulate multidimensional data 

easily by using a GUI interface which provides the resul ts 

of queries. The results will be presented to users with 

horizontal tabular views which is widely used in the 

applications of data analysis, like cross tabulation in 

statistics. These horizontal results may have a huge size 

of data which cannot be loaded in a spreadsheet file. Thus 

the OLAP interface in the proposed system provides a 

function to browse huge results of queries virtually with 

sheet by sheet.  

Next, the OLAP server module provides the functions: 

a) processing users’ ordinary queries in OLAP tool; b) 

transforming horizontal tabular views into vertical tables 

which will be physically stored in relational DBMSs; and 

c) converting queries for horizontal tables into ones for 

vertical tables. Especially, PIVOT operators are utilized 

for the query transformation between horizontal and 

vertical table queries in order to process efficiently.  
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Figure 1. Overall architecture of the OLAP system.  

 

3. The OLAP Interface 

This section describes the spreadsheet -based OLAP 

interface which is a user interface of the proposed OLAP 

system to handle data analysis and queries. This interface 

has functions which help users to compose queries over 

multidimensional data in accordance with their OLAP 

requests and present results of the queries as user -friendly 

formats. The figure 2 shows a typical example of a query 

result. The result was represented as a fo rm similar to 

spreadsheet, which can be used for further manipulation 

by users.   

 

Figure 2. OLAP interface.  

 

Spreadsheet is a very convenient tool for simple 

analysis over data. But it is very inefficient to load the 

whole content of data stored in relational DBMS into a 

spreadsheet file. Because it takes much time to access the  

entire data and users don’t need all of them at every time. 

Users may often want to handle some portion of query 

results at a specific time. Thus it is recommendable to 

access some portion of the data in a large table (or query 

result) which users want to focus on at a specific time.  

In order to compromise the problem of handling tables 

with large size, this research develops a spreadsheet -like 

interface which partitions tables into a set of sheets and 

makes users to browse them sheet by sheet like 

spreadsheet. When a user wants to use a specific sheet, 

the corresponding small portion of a table only is 

accessed. The interface developed in this research permits 

the mechanism partitioning tables into sheets over both 

the number of rows (i.e., tuples) and att ribute values: 

row-based and column-based partitioning. Row-based 

partitioning partitions a table by the number of rows 

specified by users. Column-based partitioning does it over 

the values of a specified attribute. Figure 3(a) and (b) 

show the basic concept of these two sheet partitioning 

methods.        
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Figure 3. Row-based and column-based sheet partition.  

 

 
(a) Column-based sheet partition 

 

 
(b) Row-based sheet partition 

 

Figure 4. Sheet partition execution and result  

in OLAP interface. 

 

Figure 4 shows the presentation results of the OLAP 

interface using column-based and row-based sheet 



 

 

partitioning for an example query on the sales_fact1  table 

which is supposed to have a large volume of data. Figure 

4(a) shows a sheet partitioned by the values of specified 

attribute (i.e., pname). Figure 4(b) shows one sheet 

partitioned by a number of rows (i.e., 10 rows). All sheets 

for the example query result are listed in the list box 

shown in the bottom of the result window.  

Next, we provide the facility making pivot tables like 

MS Excel, which change the role of rows and columns to 

have the values of attributes as columns. Pivot tables are 

usually horizontal tables which have a lot of columns and 

have lots of null values. These horizontal tables are being 

used very popularly in e-business applications and 

statistical analysis. (They are often called cross tabulation 

in statistics). This system incorporates pivoting feature 

over relational tables to provide users with pivot tables of 

horizontal format as users’ views. Figure 5 shows 

example pivot tables derived from a source table stored in 

relational databases. As shown in the figure, the pivoting 

feature creates pivot tables over several rows and columns 

specified by users and it provides horizontal 

representation which is a user-friendly form in OLAP. 

p_id s_id c_id sales

p1 s3 c1 5

p1 s3 c2 12

p1 s4 c4 10
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p1 s4 ⊥ ⊥ 10
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s1 s2 s4

c1 c2 c1 c2 c4

p1 ⊥ ⊥ 5 12 10

p2 7 8 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

s3
p_id

Source Table (PSC)

Horizontal table (PS_C)

Horizontal table (P_SC)
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Figure 5. Pivot table derived from relational table.  

 

 

Figure 6. Result of pivoting feature  

in the OLAP interface.  

 

Figure 6 shows an example result of pivot table created 

by the pivoting feature. As shown in the figure, the rows 

of the example pivot table came from two attributes of 

source table (i.e., pcountry and pname) and its columns 

from three others (i.e., pplace, pstore,  and pyear). Users 

can select dynamically rows and columns as they want. 

Therefore the pivoting feature can create pivot tables over 

multiple dimensions and it can provide users with a 

user-friendly representation for multidimensional data.  

 

4. Storing Pivot Tables and Query 

Transformation Rules 

We can not store directly pivot tables of horizontal 

structure in relational databases which have a large 

number of columns. In this paper, therefore, we store 

horizontal tables by vertical table form and we convert 

queries of horizontal tables into ones of vertical tables 

through query transformation rules. In this  section, we 

introduce a method of storing horizontal tables by vertical 

tables and query transformation rules between them. We 

assume that a horizontal table, H, has the schema (O, 

A1,A2,…,An) and each tuple of H is represented as 

(O,M1,M2,…,Mn). The vertical table, V, storing horizontal 

table H has the schema(O,A,M) and each tuple in V is 

represented as (O i,A i,M j).  

Now, we introduce a method storing horizontal table H 

into vertical table V. That method converts the horizontal 

table H into the vertical table V by changing the role of 

row and column. This converting can be defined as a 

relational algebraic expression as shown in [ 7]. The 

following Eq. (1) shows the relational algebraic 

expression for storing horizontal table H into vertical 

table V from [7]. 

 V  = ( ( ))1 ,' ,
[ ]

jj j

n HAj Oid A A
  

  (1) 

According to Eq. (1), each tuple 1 2( , , ,..., )i nO M M M of H 

is represented as a set of ( , , )i j jO A M  tuples of V if jM , 

the value of attribute jA , is not null.  

Then, we introduce PIVOT operation which converts 

vertical table V into horizontal table H. It is the contrary 

operation of the storing process described in Eq. (1). The 

PIVOT operation was defined as the following algebrai c 

expression in the following Eq. (2) by [7].  

 H  = 
1[ , , ]
    PIVOT ( )nA A

A on M V

 

  = [ 1 , '
( ( ))]

j

n
j Oid M A A

V  
 (2) 

When PIVOT operation over 1[ ,..., ]nA A , the value of 

attribute A, applies to vertical table V, as shown in Eq. (2), 

we get horizontal table H as the result. In this paper, 

therefore, we propose a method for query transformation 



 

 

of horizontal table to vertical one which utilizes PIVOT 

operation(= 1[ ,..., ]
  PIVOT ( )nA A
A on M V ) provided in recent 

commercial DBMSs rather than complicate relational 

algebra operations (= [ 1 , '
( ( ))]

j

n
j Oid M A A

V  
).  

The following Figure 7 shows an overall framework 

that processes queries on horizontal tables by using 

vertical tables. From the figure, we can see that each 

horizontal table query(Query) is processed by a vertical 

table query(Query’) followed by PIVOT operation. By 

using the proposed transformation method, we can ge t the 

result derived from vertical table in the right side of the 

Figure 7 which is equivalent to the result from horizontal 

table in the left side.  
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Table H

Process Query

L

L
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PIVOT(Query’ for V)

Result Result’
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Figure 7. Query transformation framework between 

horizontal table and vertical table.  

 

In the followings, we present transformation rules for 

two algebra operations such as selection and projection by 

using the PIVOT operation. We omit the transformation 

rules for the other operations due to space limitation.  

Projection.  As shown in Eq. (3), the projection on 

Horizontal table H can be converted to the PIVOT 

operation on vertical table V over the attributes to be 

projected from H.  

 
1, , , ( )

kOid B B H   =  [ 1 , '
( ( ))]

j

k
j Oid M A B

V  
 

 = 1[ , , ]
    PIVOT  ( )kB B
A on M V  (3) 

where, (1 )j iB A j i n    . 

Example 1:  The Figure 8 is an example converting a 

projection operation on the horizontal table SalesH into a 

PIVOT operation on the vertical table SalesV in the 

Figure 1. As shown in the figure, we can see that Eq. (3) 

converts the projection query of SalesH, 

ShipID,TV,Camer(SalesH), into the PIVOT operation of 

SalesV, [ , ]
Pr   PIVOT ( )TV Camera
oduct on SalesSalesV . The final results of 

these two queries are equivalent each other.  

[ , ]
Pr     PIVOT ( )TV Camera
oduct on Sales SalesV

PIVOT

Selection

ShopID Product Sales

1 TV 280

1 Computer 220

1 Camera 150

2 TV 120

2 Radio 145

2 Camera 110

3 TV 240

3 Computer 125

SalesV

, , ( )ShopID TV Camera SalesH

Query
Transformation


ShopID TV Camera

1 280 150

2 120 110

3 240 ⊥

ShopID Product Sales

1 TV 280

1 Camera 150

2 TV 120

2 Camera 110

3 TV 240

ShopID TV Camera

1 280 150

2 120 110

3 240 ⊥

Figure 8. Example of projection query transformation.  

 

Selection.  The selection operation on horizontal table 

H can be converted into selection and projection on 

vertical table V followed by a PIVOT operation as defined 

in Eq. (4). Here, the predicate of selection operation is 

expressed in local ANDs(∧ ) of A iM i terms.   

1 ( ' )
( )k

i i iA M
H







 = 

[ 1 , 1' ' '
( (( ( ( )))

j i i

n k
j Oid M i OidA A A A M M

V


        
 ))]V  

= 1[ , , ]
1    ' '

PIVOT  (( ( ( )))n

i i

A A k
i OidA on M A A M M

V


    

  )V  (4) 

Example 2:  The Figure 9 is an example converting a 

selection operation on the horizontal table SalesH in the 

Figure 1. By the Eq. (4), as shown in the figure, the 

selection query on SalesH, 200( )TV SalesH  , was 

converted into a corresponding expression on the vertical 

table SalesV in the Figure 1. These two queries produce 

the same result in horizontal table form.  

Query
Transformation

[ , , , ]
Pr ' ' 200Pr     PIVOT ( ( ( ))

TV Radio Computer Camera
ShopID oduct TV Salesoduct on Sales SalesV     )SalesV

ShopID

2

ShopID Product Sales

2 TV 120

2 Radio 145

2 Camera 110

ShopID TV Radio Computer Camera

2 120 145 ⊥ 110

PIVOT

200( )TV SalesH 

ShopID TV Radio Computer Camera

2 120 145 ⊥ 110



figure 9. Example of selection query transformation.  

 

5. Query Optimization Technique  

In this section, we introduce a query optimization 



 

 

technique for query transformation between horizontal 

and vertical tables. We suppose that queries on a 

horizontal table H are transformed into ones on a vertical 

table V through the Eq. (5) using PIVOT operation. We 

describes possible ways to process transformed queries 

and we propose an efficient way processing the 

transformed queries.  

Query
H

Transformation


 
1 2

  in ( )  ( , ,..., )n
APIVOT VFunction MA A A

 
  

 F    (5) 

As we can see at the above Eq. (5), PIVOT operation is 

executed by first extracting 1 2, ,..., nA A A , the values of 

attribute A , from vertical table V. The in operator is used 

to extract those over attribute A. After that, aggregate 

function(s), FunctionF , is/are applied to attribute M which 

includes measurements. We can use aggregation functions 

such as sum, avg, max, min, count,  etc.  

 

5.1. Processing Projection Operation  

Figure 10 shows four possible ways transforming the 

projection operation on horizontal table H into the one on 

vertical table V. The left side of the figure shows a 

general form of projection operation on horizontal table. 

It can be converted into several ways of projection on 

vertical table which are shown in the right side of the 

figure. These ways produce same results but they may 

have different execution time. Through experiments, we 

compared their execution time and we found that Figure 

10(a) is a better execution plan that the others.  
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Figure 10. Transformation plans for projection operation. 

 

5.2. Processing Selection Operation  

In the case of selection operation which retrieves tuples 

satisfying a specific condition at horizontal table  H, it can 

be also converted into several ways over vertical table V. 

The right side of Figure 11 shows two of them which are 

equivalent to the selection on H in the right side of the 

figure. These have different execution time thus we have 

done experiments to find a better way. From the 

experiments, we found that Figure 11(b) has better 

performance in overall cases.  
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Figure 11. Transformation plans  

for selection operation.  

 

5.3. Optimization Strategy on PIVOT Operation 

Based on the processing plan for basic operations 

described above, Figure 12 shows an optimized execution 

process for transformed queries including PIVOT 

operation. The optimization strategy used in that figure is 

as follows: 1) PIVOT operation is applied after executing 

projection and selection on vertical table V; and 2) Join 

operation is applied after processing every operation to 

vertical table V and other operations (i.e., selection and 

projection) to another relational table R to be joined. This 

strategy was designed to find a better execution plan by 

comparing various ways of executing transformed queries.  

1 2 ( , ,..., )
      in ( )nA A A
Sum MAPIVOT V 

 
  

 F

V

R

(  )relational table

(  )vertical table

 1
1

, ,...,   ' '( )kk i i
i

Oid B B A M 




  
 in ( ' ' ' ')1 

i i
k

Oid A A M Mi    
 

 
1( ' ')k

ii A A



 

_ _R Key V Key

Figure 12. Optimization strategy on transformed query. 

 

6. Conclusions 

OLAP system supports various analyses from a huge 

volume of data which can be used for business decision 

making in an enterprise. To do it, we need useful tools 

that can show data in various criteria (i.e., dimensions). 

Spreadsheet is the most popular tool for end users to 

handle and to analyze simply data for their own purpose. 

In this research, we develop a graphical interface which 



 

 

users can handle data stored in databases just l ike 

spreadsheet. To browse data in relational tables with a 

large number of rows, we provide a mechanism 

partitioning virtually relational tables into multiple sheets 

based on attribute values or the number of rows. Also we 

provide a function making pivot tables from relational 

tables like MS Excel. Pivot tables have horizontal format 

which has attribute values (not attribute names) on their 

columns. Because they can have so many columns (e.g, 

several thousands), we convert the horizontal format into 

vertical table in order to store pivot tables into relational 

databases. We provide transformation rules between 

queries on horizontal tables and ones on vertical tables. 

Because there are several ways executing transformed 

queries, we also investigated an optimization strategy to 

find better execution plan for them. With these facilities, 

users can easily handle data in relational DBMSs like in 

spreadsheet. The proposed interface will be able to be 

used to manipulate huge data needed in OLAP analysis or 

e-business environment easily and effectively.     
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